DESIGN TIMES
LEADING DESIGN CONSULTANT FOR THE
FOOD INDUSTRY TEAMS UP WITH THE
OWNERS OF BAGEL BOSS TO DEVELOP
NEW GLATT KOSHER EATERY CONCEPT
(Roslyn, NY) Deli Boss, the new venture from the owners
of Bagel Boss is a 1,000 sq ft state-of-the-art Glatt Kosher eatery
located in Roslyn. This new venture is the result of a
collaborative effort between leading design consultant for the
food industry, Designing Hospitality, and owners Harvey Daniels
and Randy Rosner.
Designing Hospitality, a division of J.Kings Food Service
Professionals, is a unique firm that combines all areas of the food
service industry including interior design, equipment selection,
specification and equipment layout. Deli Boss is a great example
of how this firm immerses itself in the collaboration with its
customers.
For this project, owners Harvey Daniels and Randy Rosner
wanted the establishment to be Glatt Kosher, which is the highest
of Kosher Standards. Tom Wyman, Designing Hospitality’s
Design Director and Equipment Specialist, worked hand in hand
with the Rabbi on staff, ensuring that the uncrating, setting up
and starting up of the equipment, kept within the Glatt Kosher
Standards.
While Tom was focusing on the equipment, Maryellen Ball,
Designing Hospitality’s Lead Interior Designer worked with
owners Harvey and Randy to create the open kitchen plan with
the modern/innovative feel they were looking for without
breaking Randy and Harvey’s budget. They were even able to
incorporate the specialty pastrami box, Combi Oven, and
innovative granite hot table they had seen at Whole Foods
without going over!
Throughout the entire design and construction process, one
Designing Hospitality team member was on site every day,
working hand in hand with contractor Joe Cole of American
Building Contractors and Architect Mark Mancini of Mancini
Architecture PLLC to ensure the job was running smoothly. This
enabled any questions or issues receive immediate attention,
ensuring the project’s completion on time.
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At the completion of the project, Deli Boss Owners Harvey
and Randy received a binder with all the specs of materials, cut
sheets/specs for all the equipment and contacts for the job
(contractor, Designing Hospitality, refrigeration, etc.) If needed,
all the information needed to make repairs would be in one place
If you are looking for a great kosher meal, or if you are
looking for a Glatt Kosher caterer, visit Deli Boss at 390 Willis
Ave, Roslyn Heights, NY.
In addition, if you are a local food service business
owner who is looking for a firm to work with you to develop your
eatery or restaurant business, please contact Tom Wyman of
Designing Hospitality at 631-831-1529.

###
About Designing Hospitality
Designing Hospitality is a division of J. Kings Food Service Professionals,
and is a leading design consultant for the food industry. Established by J.
Kings as another avenue to assist its customer base, Designing Hospitality
is a unique firm that combines all areas of the food service industry,
including interior design, equipment selection, specification and equipment
layouts. Drawing on J. Kings decades of experience, the firm brings an
insider’s view of what works best for every particular project, making it able
to easily and effectively identify and develop innovative design solutions. To
learn more about Designing Hospitality, visit www.designinghospitality.com

About Deli Boss
Founded by renowned Bagel Boss owners, Harvey Daniels and Randy
Rosner, this new eatery concept offers customers traditional Glatt Kosher
meals in a uniquely modern atmosphere. Deli Boss provides customers a
wide variety of Glatt Kosher meats, salads and sides. For more information
on Deli Boss, please visit www.delibossroslyn.com

